PILOT

TELEMATICS ASSURANCE PROGRAMME

We’re offering a limited
number of spaces for
our risk-free Telematics
assurance programme.

Join our pilot programme today to gain full access
to our Behaviour AI Platform so that you can reduce
information over-load, uncover the context behind
flagged incidents, and extract value from road-facing
cameras – all of which helps eliminate unnecessary
costs and improve driver training initiatives.
Here’s how it works:

PHASE 1

Launch & Data Collection

Project Launch & Planning
Meet our brilliant project
delivery and engineering team together with your product
lead, we’ll determine timelines
and the measures of success.

Setup and Calibration
For a smooth experience, we’ll
calibrate our technology according
to your camera parameters,
including focal length, framerate,
height, pitch and yaw.

Video Analysis
Using our powerful Behaviour
AI Platform, we’ll evaluate up
to 1,000 of your offline harsh
brake videos and extract only
the most valuable insights.

Connected Evaluation
Now that we’ve demonstrated
our value through offline video
analysis, we’ll now connect our
API to your system so you can
feed videos directly to us online.

Video Analysis through API
We’ll replicate the success from our
offline analysis with the connected
API by providing valuable
and usable insight, triggered
automatically through the Cloud.

Integration
We’re confident we can reduce
the number of your inaccurately
flagged incident videos by
at least 85%. We’d like to talk
about a full integration.

Rollout
Whether it’s a specific selection
of your fleet or by location,
we can work with you on a
streamlined, high-impact and fastscale rollout for speedy benefits.

PHASE 2

Evaluation & Value Creation

Review Insights & Results
HA will present the insights report,
which can include details such
as speed, velocity, trajectory
and location; road user type, and
frequency; and more.

PHASE 3

Integration & Rollout

Review Pilot Results
Both of our teams will come
together to review the Behaviour
Insights reports across the
first two phases to determine
the Pilot’s overall success.

Schedule a call
with us today

